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OPIJ.PTER·- I
IB!B:0DU0TI O!f"

lJ:tlderstanding Our Inheritance
toda7 the church in general is confronted with something
of a mushrooming problem as it com.es face to faoe with the

various actions and attitudes of Ohristians with regard to
the sub3ect of sex and sexuality.

It is the problem ot under-

standing human ae%Ualit7 from a Christian point of view and
the app11cat1on of· that understanding to all areas of the

Ohr1st1an life.

The real essence of this problem is reflect-

ed in a etatement b7 W'. Borman Pittenger in his boo:tc, ~ ··!.b.e
Christian View !ll_ Sexual Behavior, •s:he·.~.po1:nts out the significance of the Kinsey reports for Ohr1st1ans.

He sa7s,

Jor the Christian, the Kinsey reports have a particular
a1gn1f1oance. Hot onl7 do the7 show the plain truth
that the moral standards of our fellow Americans and
even of our fellow Ohristians, as of ourselves, are less
than the most humanisticall7 minded Christian ethic will
allow-.•· • • the:r also make 1 t clear th.at a genuine
. Christian understanding of the meaning of buman sexualit7
is almost entirel7 absent from most nominal Ohristians. 1
This failure on the part of Christians to understand the real

meaning of sex indirectly implies the past failures of the
Ohristian church to view sex and the sexual relationship
openly and construotivel7.

Arrr historical survey of sexual

thought in Protestantism bears this out.

Tlie tradi ti·o nal

attitude of the church has generally been negative and con-

demnatory, and has without a doubt left its mark upon our

present attitudes.

The nature of this heritage and the

repercussions of its negative influence on our lives todaJ
have prompted this present atudJ of Protestant sex education
literature.
Today, as in the past, clerical opinion, ecclesiastical
pronouncements, and parental attitudes still betray a certain
uneasiness about physical sexuality.

One recent author on

the subject has attributed this uneasiness on the part of
some and a definite repressiveness on the part of others concerning sexual issues to what he calls "the inheritance ot
anti-sexualism. 11

In writing about the "sexual dilemma" ot

college students, he feels that the church in general

has

nothing constructive or positive to say to students about
sax largely because of the anti-sexual attitudes that have
pervaded its past. 2

Such criticism as this brings to our

attention two simple but important questions.
has the church taught•·in the past?

Exactly what

What is the church teach-

ing now about sex?
.···!!he tension between past traditions and present needs

in the area of a Christian view of sex and Christian sex education is an obvious one.

Almost-. ::

all church denominations

are confronted with the challenge to clear the air of the
m&JlY' erroneous assumptions and D17ths which have clouded the

true Ohristian understanding of sexualit1.

As Martin Wessler,

associative executive secretary of schools for the Board of
Parish Education ot the Lutheran Church--M1ssour1 Synod, has
pointed out, "The church needs to speak of the importance of
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sex, if for no other reason than to refute any presW!lption

that the church is opposed to sex. 11 3 In recognizing this
same need, Harry Coiner, professor of pastoral theology and
education at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, Missouri, writes,
To discuss sex fully and frankly on a secular level
and outside the Christian context would mean that we
lolfse Christian contact with a vital area of man's
experience and by so much, pervert Christianity itself.
It would certainly seem that the challenge to the
church is to sound a clear and certain note on the
sexual life of man, as it stands in the midst of a world
that is teetering between a complete moral breakdown
like that of ancient Rome and ~-hat could be the most
universally ,m.olesome sex attitudes the world has
ever known. 4
The challenge mentioned by Professor Coiner is in fact the
challenge to understand, to overcome, and to correct

11

the

inheritance of anti-sexualism."
Purpose of the Study
The way in which this challenge is being suoces6fully
met through the current sex education materials of various
Protestant denominations compared with the way in which this
challenge was not met in the sex education materials of the
past is the focal point of this research project.

The main

purpose or intent of this thesis is not that it be a critical
analysis of those materials lmich have been published or
used far the teaching of sex ld thin the church in the past.
Instead, in view of the fact that the more recent sex education
materials represent a number of significant departures from and
revisions of earlier materials, the purpose of this study is
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simply to examine some of the more important changes and
shifts in accent in an effort to help clarify much of the
confusion which in the past haa hindered the Christian under-

standing of sex and sexuality.
Limitations of the Study
Since a survey of all the attitudes and approaches
of various sex education materials belonging tb~the·trad1t1on
of Protestantism past and present would be much tcx,general
an undertaking for a research project such as this, this
stud7 will limit the comparison of available materials to
two specific areas or c~tagories.

~aese two criteria for

comparison will be: (1) The influence and dominance of
moralism; (2) The treatment of the abuse of sex and sexual
problems.
In view of the fact that the church in general did not
begin to awaken fully to the need for some kind of sex education materials for youth until as late as the end of the
nineteenth century, this study will confine its comparisons
to the period of time beginning at the turn of. the twentieth
century and continuing to the present.
Ideally it was intended that the comparisons made in
this study be strictly confined to specific sex education
materials.

However, in view of the present soaroity of the

earliest materials, a f .ew resources have been cited which

5

address themselves to the problems of sex but cannot be
classified as specific curricula materials.
Methodology of the Stud7
Because this study involves a comparison of recent
sex education literature with that of an earlier period of
time, the method of this study has been an examination ot

bibliographical materials.
Definition of Terms
!he term "sex education" generall7 has two connotations.
In the narrower sense it can mean strictly the teaching of
technical terminology and biological facts involving an
explanation of the functions and purpose of various organs,
glands, and bod7 fluids.

In the wider sense it can mean the

teaching of biological facts together with some~ind of moral
or religious code of ethics.

It·: 1s.~ th1s:latter sense of

sex education which is considered in this study.

Although

some of the earlier materials used by the church were written
by men in the medical profession, there is, never-the-lesa, an::
attempt on the part of all the authors cited to undergird the
biological facts with some kind of admonition or •th1c be it
moralistic, legalistic, situational, or Christian.
fhe term "church" as it is used in this study will refer
to only Protestantism and the major denominations therein,
·-

espeoiall7 Lutheranism.

Such references as "the churches'

sex education materials" designate those materials used or

6

published by- the ma~or Protestant denominations.
usage of the term

0

Any- other

church11 wll1 be qualified 1n the study-.

..

7
~ootnotes, Chapter I
1w. Borman Pittenger, The Christian View · of Sexual
Behavior, (Greenwich, Oonneoticut: The Seabur7 Press, 1954), p.17.
2R1chard Hettlinger, Living With Sex: The -S tudent's
Dilemma, (Hew York: The Seabur7 Press, 1966), p. 20.
3imrt1n Wessler, Ohristian View of Sex Education,
{St. Louis, Missouri: Oonoordia Publishing House, 1967), p. 39.
4H.G. Coiner, "The Church's Concern About Sex",
Oonoordia !h:eol051oal Monthll• Vol. 30 (September, 1959), p. 674 •
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OH.A.PTER II

THE INFLUENCE OF MORALISM
One distinct difference between the traditional and the
more contemporary sex education materials in Protestant circles
is the predominance and influence of moralism in the former and
a s1gn1t1oantly greater influence of the Gospel 1n the latter.
The Nature of "Religious" Moral1sm
Moralism concerns itself with the categories of right
and wrong, good and bad, yes and no.

Tb.ere is nothing wrong

with the ideal of moralism or the achievement of moral goodness.

Martin Wessler notes that it is a "high-sounding word that
appeals to the best in man. 111

Its specific quality consists

1n the refusal to seize some immediate and interior good with
a view to the attainment of one that is "remoter but higher."

It is the way to live "the most 1ntrins1call7 1 valuable life;
the way to avoid the snares and pitfalls of impulse and attain
those sweetest goods that come 0D11 through effort and the
sacrifice of leaser goods."2
When such a view of life is applied to "religion," it
seizes upon the Law as the only proper norm and standard.

Theologically, moralism generall7 makes the Ohristian religion
a matter of right living~ Strict obedience to the "laws"
founded in the Bible 1s demanded.

Any disobedience or

departure from such norms is not tolerated.

9

When this "religious" moralism is applied to the matter
of sex and the proper attitude toward sexual desires, it represents an approach which starts from an authoritative code
and claims to have received a divine revelation that settles
all the problems of man's sexual life.

If one 1s to lead a

"religious" life, it is above everything else essential that
one's basic sex drives be suppressed in aocord 1dth the
revelation.

The tone of much of the churches' earliest sex

education materials suggests that the only

war

to succeed at

such a suppression of sex is to strive for the development of
the intellect and conscience.
Moralism and the Nature of Man
The moralism that pervades much of the earlier sex
education materials presupposes a segmented and limited view
of the nature of man.
Owing to the influence of Hellenistic dualism on Ohrisi! ···
tian thought down through the ages, there exists the idea of
human nature in which the body is opposed to the mind or the

soul, and sexuality is associated with the "flesh" as something oarna.1 which must be subjugated to the rule of the
spirit or mind. 4

Though this view was stronger among the

early church Fathers as well as the Reformers, traces of it
are still detectable in the sex education literature churches
·

~

were offering at the beginning of the twentieth century.

example, in the Sex and Self Series

_2.B

For

Purity and Truth,

------ -

Sylvanus Stall in one of his books from this series, What a
...

10

Young Han Ought

!2

lCnow, says,

God made uanto live in our higher moral and intellectual
nature. It was never intended that the lower nature
should rule over the higher. If there is an insurrection
in the lower nature, the appeal must be to the higher,
to that in us which is kingly and superior.5

-----O.F. Derstine points out to parents that
In his

Manual of Sex Education, written as late as 1943,
life is expressed

through three mediums: "the body, the mind, and the spirit. 11 6
This dualism or compartmentalization contribute-a to a
ver7 narrow understanding of sex itself.
sex is never clearly or openly defined.

As a matter of fact,
It is only mentioned

or described with reference to its being a part of the bod7.
Hence, we find some authors speaking only of the "function"
of sex.

Derstine opens his book, The Path !2 Noble Manhood,

with the statement;

Fundamentally, sex expresses itself through the body.
It is embedded in the physical body and is but one of
mall7 functions of the body. Properly controlled and
used it ministers to our physical well-being, happiness
and usefulness.7
Sex is also regarded as a powerful force.
referred to as the "sexual instinct."

It 1s often

Heirs together1 by

Melville Capper and H. Morgan Williams, speaks of 'a very- strong
sex instinct" as "being implanted within us" and warns that
a responsible use of the powers brought into play- by this
instinct is therefore essential. 8 In another book written
for both young and old, Dr. E.W. Marquardt writes at one
point in his discussion of human reproduction:
The feeling of hunger-which animals and human beings
have drives them to seek food. The sex instinct leads
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them to create life and continue the race. There
exists between men and women a strong attraction.
This attraction is often described by the word loye.
Love is due in large measure to the sex 1nstinct.9
Upon reading material such as this, we see how easy it was

tor Christians to be given the impression that the miracle
of aeruality and reproduction on a human level is only a
shade more sophisticated than that on the animal level.

The Interrelation of fh7sical, Intellectual, and Moral Life
lrl moat of the early instructional material on sex, while

the sex instinct is viewed as only a part of the bod7, there
is also a heaV7 emphasis on the relationship of sex to the

mind and the;soul or spiritual nature.

Deratine, for example,

makes the blunt statement that, "A sex pervert ulticately
damages his soul."10

In still other materials, moral break-

downs are associated with a neglect of• the inner man.~
On the other hand, the relationship of the body to the
mind is viewed as equally, if not more 1mportant,and emerges
as one of the primary considerations of most early sex education material.

That the body is and must be s~bjugated

Ii:.

to the mind is indicated by numerous references to the development of a strong will power and the
sexual desires.

11

controllab111ty" of

The follow1ng illustration used in one book

serves as an example of this kind ot emphasis.
One Ohr1st1an young man of fine physique, some twentytwo years of age, with a clean record of which he was
justly proud, at times had very severe trials resisting
the attacks of sexual passion. While busy at his work
he suoC1Bded a11 right, but when unemployed he experienced
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great difficu1ty, especially at night. So persistent
was this feeling on one occasion that for two nights in
succession he remained a·wake, striving to control himself, not once closing his eyes in sleep . He finally
conquered ~rithout swerving in the least from hie decision
for clean living.11
The extent to which human strength and human intelligence a re
vieu·ed as being able to control sexual impu1ses is demonstra'l;ed
in this comment by Dr. Stall:
Any man who tdll enthrone his moral nature and give the
sceptre of government to the intellectual powers has
taken that precaution 11hich 'trill save him from eoli tary
and social sins; or, if previously brought under the
dominion of these 'triclced practices, the redemption of
his body, the recovery of his manhood, and his eventual
salvation both for timf and eternity may be regarded
as reasonably assured. 2
Another facet of this physical-intellectual-moral
relationship can be seen .in the traditiollli':l motto, "Purity
is Power."

While most of the early sex education literature

stresses the fact that the mind is the controlling, guiding,
planning part of man, there is also the corresponding emphasis
that any abuae of these "individual" natures contributes·~to the
do11nfall of all of them.

One author claims that 1f the

"sexual system" is healthy, normal, clean, and unabused, the
brain will be likewise, t·r1 th practically unlimited possibilities
for development. 13 Another writes, 11 If young persons poison their minds tdth evil thoughts, it is diffic ult to turn
around and still harder to restore physical soundness and sou1
purity. 11 14 In this connection there is~ecurring admonition
:fbr youth to avoid "impure" thoughts, pictures, and books.

Dr. irarquardt goes so far as to say,

13

If a boy or a man frequently permits himself to look
at suggestive pictures, to listen to vulgar stories,
and to indulge in lewd thoughts, he brings about a mental condition ~hich may lead him later into a house of
prostitution. 1
In a word, the achievement of the purity of body, min~ and
soul through disciplined determination is set forth as the
ke7 to a well-adjusted and well-rounded life.

The Elevation of Purit7 and· Chastity
The basic assumption that man through the facult7 of
his reason 1s able to control his physical emotions and de-

sires accounts for the elevation of sexual purity as a high
and lofty ideal obtainable b7 those who know the facts and

really appl7 themselves.

Terms like "self-denial,"

11

self-

d1sc1pline," "self-control, 11 and ''self'-preservat1orl' occur
frequently.

The same is true of such negative terms as "self-

abuse,11 "self-pollution," and "self-destruction."
Lapses from purity and virtue are not accidental, mle7

are viewed as coming about through a lack of the right information.

Up

until the beginning of the twentieth centur7

it was generally regarded to be true that "Innocence is
Ignorance, 11 a popular slogan of that day. However, with the

-

dawn of the twentieth century and the increasing freedom with
which sex in the secular world was being manifested, the
church began to recognize the importance of giving its youth
some information about sex rather than have them come upon the
truth through some unfort11nate experience because of their
ignorance,

14

There is general agreement among the early authors of
sex education materials that it is the responsibility of the
parents to break the traditional silence on sex and to present
the children with the facts ot reproduction and the dangers
of sexual indulgence when they are old enough to understand.

In the opening chapter of his book, Whl Was! Not Told?, which
1s titled, "Whence So Much Sorrow and Grief?",

Dr. Marquardt

notes: "If the adolescent youth have been enlightened regard-

ing social diseases, sex control, and procreation, then if they
get into trobule, it 1s a misfortune of their own creation." 1 6
Concerning the nature of this "enlightening," he goes on to say,
I think: it 4il ,·a clnsablaf.a:ml·.:would be helpful to both
students and parents to have sex instruction given to

students in high school and college in a whole~ome
manner as part of their education. The boys shfllld of
course hear lectures separately from the girls. 7 A muo~ more conservative and closely guarded approach

is demonstrated in another one of Dr. sta11· 1 s books, What!.
Young Boy Ought

!2 Xnow," addressed especially to little,

"unsuspecting" boys.

The content of his book is framed in

little chapter-lessons in which the setting 1s one of the

author
coming into the room of a small boy in the evening and
,
warning him about the sex sins that, if praotioed, could
seriously ruin his normal sexual development.

One catches

the "big-brother" atmosphere of 11ien bed-side chats in such
remarks as this:
The old saying ma7 be very common, but it is very, very
true, •Early to bed, and early to rise, makes a man
healthy, wealthy, and wise." Go\·to bed early. Go to
bed to sleep. Don't worry. Keep your conscience clear,
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and the night will contribute af _muoh to your growth,
strength, and vigor as the day. 8
It is the conviction of most of these earl7 authors, espeoiall7

Dr. Stall, that sex sins and sex problems are due to ignorance,
and that if given the simple facts in the context of stern
admonitions and harsh denunciations, children rill make sure
that the7 do not blight their lives and ruin their prospects.

for happiness.

This 1s the kind of "informed" and "enforced"

moralit7 which has been handed down to us.t.-..!~lt is the source
of much of our present frustration, anxiety, and guilt with
respect to sexual issues.

It has become this because so many

moderns have simply failed to take account of the terrible
reali t7 of man's '.tl•nly~~.atnful~~:.predioament and have assumed,
all to lightly-, that there is nothing the matter with man
that education and inspiration cannot oure. 19
A Positive Definition

of Sex and Sexuality

More current sex education materials indicate that the
renressive
tone of traditional mora11sm has shifted to one
of acceptance and affirmation in the light of the Biblical
view of sex.

This affirmation begins with a positive defi-

nition of sex as something good and beautiful rather than
evil and shameful.
Because of the exaggerated emphasis in our society toda7
on the physical aspects of sex, it has happened that the
Christian meaning of the word has largely been lost.

Oscar

Peucht, .~di_~or ot Sex and the Church, notes that much of the
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confusion in and outside the church regarding sex is directly
traceable to the fact that sex as God's design is not full7
aooepted. 20 therefore, the first thing that needs to be
recognized is that sex is ot God.
not man's.

Sex is God's idea and

Erwin Kolb, author of Parents Guide !2, Christian

Conversation About Sex, notes in the opening chapter ot his
book: "!he unique physical structure with the organic and
functional characteristics making a person male or female
are part of God's design for h1uaan beings. •Q1 David R.

Mace's positive comment on the ··m:bltaal ~ ·_ account of man' a
creation is concise.
!ha Bible has no hesitation in declaring that the
sexual nature of man was deliberately created as a
part of the divine purpose. The hand of the creator
did not falter or stop at this point. The Hebrews
accepted this view of sex whole-heartedly. For them
the sexual union of husband and wife was a blessing
bestowed by God for man's enjoyment and use.12

!his Biblical interpretation of sex as an integral part
of God's creation also affirms the nature of man as a sexual
being in "Wlitive" terms.
as in earlier materials.

His nature is not compartmentalized

The English author, Hugh Warner,

maltea this clear when he sa7s,

For all.who study sex, therefore, those parts of the
bod7 most immediately relevant to its subject matter-the endocrine glands, ovaries, spermatozoa, uterus, and
related organs--are parts of the "whole" human nature
through which the Christian revelation came.23
Prom the Christian point of view sex is intended to 00oup7
a positive and s1gn1f1oant place in the life of mankind.

It

is to be received with thanksgiving and respected as a gift
which in many' respects is more mysterious and wondrous than
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other gifts because it includes the gift of life itself. 24
In those materials where sex education begins in the
early years, the naturalness and goodness of male and female
characteristics are ~epeatedly emphasized as belonging to
God's creation.

Both parents and teachers are urged to seek

to develop natural and positive attitudes appropriate to the
age level of the children and are warned against the damag-

ing effects of negative admonitions and punishments.
In addition to this emphasis on the essential goodness
and beauty of sex as a gift of God, there is also an equally
important stress laid on the acceptance of sexuality as
embracing the totality of bmnan existence.

Nowhere in aey

of the current materials is sexuality identified narrowly
in instinctual or genital terms.

Otto Piper points out that

it is not flesh, that is, the sexual organs or genitals,

which have desires, but the selt.25

This in itself represents

a significant departure from the traditional presentation of

sex as something striotl7 biological.

Contemporary authors

view sex as something we are, not something we do.
lates to being rather than function.

It re-

According to Seward

Hiltner, &DY' view that confines sex to one or another aspect
of man·• s being, "as if it were hermetically sealed off from
other aspects and dimensions, is an implicit contradiction or
foreshortening of the Christian viewP26 Elmer Witt, author

ot Life Can !! ...s...e:x:_ua_l, sa:,s to seniors in high school that
sex:ualit:, means going "beyond the physical-emotional process"
to discover what sex means in the total life of a person and

-~
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society.

Se:z:ual1t7 emphasizes "the every-da7-ness and ever7-

place-ness of sex."27
Se:z: and H1unan Relationships
This positive treatment of sexuality not only represents
a unitive approach to the mture of man, but it also views
man's sexuality as an expression of the whole person through

bnman relationships.

Richard Hettlinger, for example, refers

to sexuality as "the whole wonderful richness of the relationship between men and women and not merely the ph7aical or
venereal pleasure which is only a part of .that relationshil'- 2~

The aame idea is more fully developed in the thinking of Dr.
Sherwin Bailey who writes,
Man was created, not simply as a species sexually
differentiated like others for the purpose of reproduction but as a "dual lie1ng 11 comprising two separate
distinct personal components, man and women, each as
an individual .c ompletely and independently human, yet
both naturall7 oriented towards one another and
existing in a state of mutual belongingness which
the7.are oontinuala~ impelled to express in manifold
kinds of relation.~
The effect of such thinking as this on sex education materials
today is especially evident in the various discussions of
the nature of marriage.

Almost all of them agree in teaching

that the sexual relationship 1s not the onl7 er·~tha~.--mast
important relationship in marriage.
In all of the current Lutheran sex education materials,
the nature of these relationships, be the7 sexual in marriage

or purely of a social nature, is

always presented in the

context of the Gospel proclamation.

Because of the love of

19

God manifested in Jesus Christ, The Christian b7·v1rtue of
his baptism int·o Christ is a new .-,n .or. a new woman.

For

Ohristians this means that the se%ual life is not onl7 created
and given by God, it is also redeemed and sanctified by Him.
lPor the married who have oonsi,mated themselves in the ultimate

11

ona flesh" relationship instituted by God, this under-

standing of sex helps to free one from the restraints that
sometimes frustrate the enjo1111ent of sexual relations.30
Seward Hiltner says that as new beings in Obrtst we must
rec-o gn1ze the

11

poss1bil1t1es for mutuality that are 1:rlherent

in. the full dimension of sex life. 11 31

Perhaps the best

delineation of sezuality and human relationships in Christian
application is presented in the Concordia Sex Education
Series' text for senior highs, Life

can !l. Sexual:

(1) As Christians we see our sexuality as a God-given
and God-redeeming way of relating to people. (2J As
Christians our understanding begins with the value we
place on ourselves as ~arsons for wh0110hrist died and
in whom God lives. (3) As Christians we recognize the
sexual dimension of all our relationships with others
and work at seeing:·· all persons in God's perspective.
As Christians we affirm the spontaneity ot o~ sexuality
• • •• To love means to be free to respond. - · (SJ As
Christians we take seriously God's particular concerns,
directions, limitations for expressing our sexuality.
(6) As Christians we affirm the 307 of God's forgiveness
for our misuse of sexuality. (7) As Christians we
recognize God as the source of practical, versonal
power to guide and control our selCU&lity.32
Understanding our sexualit7 in the light of the Gospel

proclamation deepens our appreciation of every area of our
lives.

It is the key to accepting ourselves as well as

a guide tor loving and sharing with someone else.

It is

an understanding born and bred through our faith in Jesus Christ.
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Sez Education and Christian Ethics
Current sex education materials aim at the establish•~
of Ohr1st1an principles, and not the issuing of Biblical

rules, as guides for sexual behavior.

The traditional legal-

istic and moralistic applications and mandates have all but
disappeared.
The ultimate end of this positive approach is persoml
oonfrontation and decision making and not merely the teachilng
of biological and medical facts.

Martin Wessler underscores

this point b7 saying, first of all, that the real purpose
of sex education is not 11 a brash, blunt dispensing of hereto-fore classified information, nor is it something to be
advertized in bright red letters on church bulletin boards."
Rather, as he goes on to say,
With dignity and accuracy and in proper language the
children will learn essential facts, appreciations and
skills to help them not only understand and care for
themselves but also understand and respect other people,
be the7~male or female, brother or sister, mother or
father.-''

In each unit of the Oorcordia Sex Education Series in the
"Edi tor's Poreword!' W. J. :B'ields makes 1 t very clear that

each of these manua1s is concerned with "imparting proper
attitudes toward this kno•ledge. 11 34

A.J. Bueltmann writes

to 3unior high students:
Knowledge about sex and its functions 1s important but
it is not enough. Knowledge does not control the emotions
or build attitudes or limit desires in any way. ~or
the proper attitude toward sex and the proper use of it
7ou need inside of you the power of the living Christ
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to do what a mind does for the body, to direct what
you do, say, or think. You need an appreciation of
the high standards G.od has set for his children. 35
This accent on developing a positive

11

0hrist-centered 11

attitude provides the proper background tor a Christian
view of the

11

controllabil1ty 11 of sex.

Most of the more

recent materials still recognize the need for soma discipline
and self-control.

Sex 1s viewed not only as a constructive

power through which God makes possible satisfying relationships and personal happiness but also as a destructive power
that can lead to the abuse and misuse of God's intended
purpose and design for sex.

As Elmer Witt puts it:

The sexual struggle takes place in warm flesh and
blood. It h~ppens every day tor most people. It can
~~n~:
6var1es in degree
8

:; ~:!!!:ity~t

:~o;~~ :J

While we shall look at this struggle in detail in
the next chapter under the subject of sex-abuses, it 1s
sufficient to point out here that the motivation and the
means for prevailing in this continuing struggle is not to
be found in the setting down of certain inflexible prescriptions.

Instead, it is found in the Gospel and in the

application of faith and forgiveness.
Christian morality grows out of one's relationship with
God through faith in Jesus Christ. The quality of this
relationship is love. 37 The victor1 we must se~k again and
again is our Lord's.
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Summary
Compared with sex education materials of the past,
current literature from the church on sex is clearly and
emphatically sex-affirming.

The influence of moralism with

its segmented and superficial view of the nature of man
has given way to the Ohr1st1an view of sex with its positive
accent on the totality of human sexual living under the
blessing of God.
In the past, sex information was closely guarded and
dealt largely with the misuses of sex.

Today one of the

more important contributions to our present attitudee on sex
that the current literature has made is the casualness and
frankness with which human sexuality 1s discussed in the
context of a Christian life.
Sex is admittedly one of the basic human drives, yet
it is but one of many facets of the Christian life.

A

look at the past and the present in the field of sex edu-

cation indicates that the church cannot address itself to
the sexual life of its members without speaking to their
total persons and needs.

The Christian's view of sex

ultimately rests upon a Christian view of life.
use the words of Martin 1ilessler:

11

To

.A right view of sex begins

with a right view of life, and a right view of life includes
its sexual aspects. 11 38
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CHAPTER-III
THE TREATMENT OF SEXUAL PROBLEMS
Closely associated with the influence of moralia in
the churches' earlier sex education materials and the Christian influence in contemporary materials is the basic approach
to the student's confrontations with sexual issues.

What kind

of approach is used in the traditional materials and hOll'
does 1t compare with the approach of more recent Christian
..

sex education literature?
Inasmuch as the sex education literature at the turn of
this century was permeated with a legalistic and moralistic
authoritarianism, this ch.$.pter sets out to demonstrate how
the treatment of sex abuses and sexual problems is generally
suppressive, preventive, and indicative of a marked obsession with autoeroticism in comparison to more recent approaches
to the sub3ect.
!he Suppression of Sexuality

1ormarly, sex was considered to be only a part of the
body with onl.7 a single function or purpose, that being procreation.

J.nJ expression of sex or sexuality beyond this

purpose is generally warned against and even condemned.
One noticeable emphasis 1n the earlier materials is
that the "sex_ instinct• is not to be aroused at all. Yo11ng
bo7a, for ex_.ple, are cautioned against the dangers of
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climbing trees, riding horses, olimbing over fences, and
wearing clothes that are too tight.
quious,

11

Dr. Stall in his obse-

big-brother..i.11ke" manner has this to say to little

boys:
Some boys by riding on horse-back, and some because
ot unoleannese ot the reproductive member have experian itching ot. these ~arts, and when relief has been
partl1 sought by chafing or rubbing,the child has been
unconsciously introduced to the habit of self-pollution.
Sometimes constipation • • • , which often proves vary
injurious, and, for causes that I need not now stop to
explain, produces a tendync1 to local sensitiveness and
leads to salt-pollution.
Dr. Stall~s remark implies that proper care of the body and
the avoidance of a117 accidental or deliberate contact with
the "sexual member" are essential for a happy, well-developed,
successful life.

In line with this idea there are ma117

reterences in these early materials to extensive ba thi?g in the
morning when first getting up and in the evening before
retiring for the night.

Dr. Marquardt goes so far as to

say, "It the young man keeps his bod7 in good condition and
lives a clean lite, his descendants will in all probability be
vigorous and useful citizens."~

This kind of a statement

reflects the traditional belief that sexual indulgence of a117

type not only ruins a person physioall7, mentally, and morally,
but it also has an adverse effect on his offspring.
Children are also warned that there are many areas of
youth activity that should be avoided because the sex instinct
is aroused when it ought to remain suppressed.

QbV1ou1:.·. _':'.:;

examples of this kind of warning are the maey oondemnator7
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ecclesiastical pronouncements on the subject of dancing.
ho notable examples can be cited from the writings ot
two men who belong to the Lutheran Ohurch--Miasour1 Synod.
Theodore Graebner writes in the fourth edition of his book,
Tb.a BorderLand of Right and Wrons,

Sometimes this creative instinct or sex hunger wnich
comes with adolescence is termed a sleeping giant in
our system. However, if we l)agin to play with it
~nd tease it, espec1all7 if we do so in the dark,
1t springs at us sometimes quite unawares. This is the
real danger of petting or dancing. lfe pray, 11 Lead
us- not into temptation," and surely it would not be
right to run directly into the jaws of this temptation
by teasing this greatestof all instincts • • • •
The dance itself is a form of sexual indulgence; it is
not only the cause of the craving for satisfaction~but
in itself is a satisfaction of the impulse of sex.~

The second statement, which parallels Dr. Graebner's moralistic pronouncement, is from an article in the Concordia
Theological Monthlz titled, "Biblical Ethics Concerning
Young People," written by- Dr. P.E. Kretzmann, in which he
states,
Keeping in mind how terrible 1 t is to sin w1 th one ·• s

e7es, a real danger to a sober and virtuous attitude,
how muoh more will it be true when members of either
sex seek, and when young women yield themselves to
a physical contact, to a more or less intimate embrace
whether this be in the so-called petting, or in sitting
in a man's lap in autos, canoes, or any other convey-anoe, or whether this proximity be practiced in the
dance .•.••• Any physical contact, in fact, any form
of communication by word, or glance, or picture,
or gesture, or posture wh1oh 1e apt to arouse or strengthen carnal desires is sinful. 4

Both ot these statements call for the preservation of physical
purity.by stressing the avoidance of &DY' physical contact.
!he concern in both examples is with only the what of such
purity and not the how.

Neither statement goes into the
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problem of religious motivation except to condemn such
contact as a sin and go on to sa7 in the context that it
1s helpful to read the Bible and to pray to God for strength

to overcome such temptations.
In much of the early sex education materials that churches

were us1D8j the relation of sax to the total Christian wa7
of life is ignored, if not t0tall7 m1sooDatne4.
The Exploitation of Conscience and Imagination
To help assure the suppression of sex in the lives of
children, there is a noticeable exploitation ot a child's
conscience and imagination in ma117 of the earlier materials.
This exploitation comes about mainl7 through the pronounce-

men· of divine judgment and the motif of fear or dread.

One

author refers to this approach as, " the moralit7 of consequences.'"5

..

In one book, Christian yo11ng people are warned that the7 must
realize that the purpose of the sex instinct ma.7 not be violated without inviting upon themselves

11

God's wrath and displeasure and the penalties of moral 1mpur1t7. 116 A.ny kind
of abuse of the sex organs is a serious sin and one that can-

not but "call down the wrath of God upon the offender."

Any

youth who is guilty is encouraged to go to God in penitent
confession and pray God to give him strength "to break the
spell of this evil habit. 11 7 Dr. Stal1 intimidates children
b7 citing 1 Corinthians 3:19, "If any man defile the temple
of God, him God shall destroy-," and then saying to his

7011Dg
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readers, "I am sure that you do not desire to be banished
from the presence of God. 11 8
The classical example of the use of divine wrath as a
curb to &Jl1" misuse of sex 1s the churches• traditional oomments on the sin of Onan recorded 1n Genesis 38:9,10.

!hare

the incident is told of how Onan was required to take the
place of his dead brother Er, and to raise up children in
his place through intercourse with his widow.

This he refused

to do: "so when he went to his brother's wife he spilled the
semen on the ground lest he should give offspring to his
brother.

And what he did was displeasing in the sight of the

Lord, and he slew him also." (RSV)

The wa1 in which this

passage was used to terrif7 young men and women is illustrated
by

this excerpt from the Pulpit Oommentar7 on Genesis.

~

The tendency of all sin is ruinous both for body, soul

and spirit. Whether as a riatural result of indulgence
in vice, or as a direct punitive visitation from God,
Er and Onan were consigned to premature graves; and this
it should be noted by young persons of both sexes, is the
almost inevitable consequence of indulgence in secret
vice, and in particular of the practice of which Onan
was luilt7. Yielded to, it debilitates the physical
con■ ttution by a wasting ot physical powers, it impairs
mental faculties, it corrupts the moral nature, it sears
and petrifies conscience, and finall7, what might have
been a fair speoiman of noble ?11,tuaus manhood and
womanhood it covers up, a wasted, shivering skeleton
beneath the clods of the val ey, causing it to lie down
among the sins of its youth.

9

Today, however, it is almost universally- agreed by Protestant scholars that Onan's

11 s1n"

consisted in his failure

to fulfill his responsibilit7 to the Jewish levirate marriage,
a custom of the ancient Jews b7 which a dead man's brother was
obligated to marry the widow it there were no sons. (Deut. 25:5-10)

The act referred to, the spilling of his semen,was probabl7
not an act of masturbation, but an act whereby Onan performed
"coitus interruptus. 1110

!L'he fear of God is onl7 one of a variety of ways used
to frighten young people and corrupt their attitude toward

their sexuality.

The use of another effective approach is

indicated in this remark of Dr. Stall addressed to little boys:

-

The terrible and helpless condition of those upon whom
this habit has permanently fastened itself, 7ou may be
able to 3udge from the fact that in order to prevent
the repetition of the act of masturbation, and if possible
to permanently cure the victims ot this vice, some bo7s
have had to be put in a 11 straitjaoket 11 their hands fastened behind their backs, or their hands tied to the posts
of the bed, or fastened by ropes or chains to rings in
the wall and various other extreme measures have had
to be resorted to in the effort to 9tfe the person from
total and ph7sical self-destruction.
There are also grave warnings about certain "social sins"

and their sad consequences.

!hese sins are often described

as leading ''t.o ·diseases which are ineradicable, which

invade

the tissues and organs of the body, and which are as loathsome and as contagious as leprosy itselt. 01 2 Oonoerning
these sins Dr. Stall writes,

When we sum up the total of these possibilities and
probab111tes and add to the pain the financial expense,
the perlonal degradation, the possible humiliation
because of exposure in this world ana of eventual
exposure and divine p11nishment in the world to come,
we are willing to leave the intelligent reader to judge
whether a pleasing sensation which lasts for a moment
is an adequate return tor what not a few, but thousands
upon thousands, are this moment suffering both as to the
immediate and subsequent results, some for a fsmporal
period, and others for an i)UDending eternity.
Today modern medical aoienoe has done much to oorreot m&Jl1'
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of these wrongly conceived views that a:r17 indulgence in
sexual desires in some wa7 leads to such terrible consequences.

Yet suoh medical advances have not helped that

much in eliminating much of the suspicion and the anxiety
which still contuse our present understanding of sexuality.
Teaching how to avoid problems and resolve oonfl1cta,wh1le
it should be a part of sex educatio?J,need not be the major
concern.

As has already been pointed out, the most important·

element of such education should be the development of a
positive appreciation of human lite and all that it involves~+
•

~

The Obsession with Autoarot1c1am
In the consideration of specific sa~l problems, the
earlier sax education materials show a marked obsession with
autoerotioism, that is, self-generated sexual pleasure.

Most

of these early manuals specifically refer to this practice
as an act of "self-pollution, 11 insofar as it was believed

that the entire being ot one who indulged in this act was
debased and polluted.

In a few of these manuals, attention is called to the
human hand and its uses.

Dr. Stall goes into some detail

about the blessing and the curse of the hand.

"Man is the

only ani•l to whom God has given a perfect hand."

Whether

or not the hand is used aa a blessing or a curse 4epends
upon one's"wisdom,

mo~l ainie,

and conscience."

D~ Stall comes around ta· saying,

I

Finally,
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Man is possibly the only animal which persistently
pollutes and degrades his own body and this would not
have been easily p·ossible to him if God had not given
him hands, which le designed should prove useful and
a means ot great help and blessing to him in his life
upon earth.TS
The hand like the "sexual organ" is only a part of the body
and is not to be regarded lightly.

Bo doubt this caused some

boys a certain sense of gull t or shame whenever they l .ooked

at their hands.

There 1s even one 1.nstance in which one

author underscores the ~~evilness" ot the hand when 1 t is used
to abuse the self by citing our Lord 'a words in Matthew 18:8
as being very applicable: "If a hand or foot oauses a person
to stumble, it should be cut off and cast away. 11 16

I.B.

Lowr7 warns mothers to be on the alert for small boys who
put their hands to the genita~ organs frequentl7, pointing
,I

out that, ''children who have acquired the habit of self-abuse
usually sleep badly, become thin, haggard-looking, peevish,

nervous, and excitable. 111 7
!his practice of self-pollution is also said to be the

cause of spasmodic convulsions and fits:
The pleasurable emotion with which the beginning is
attended culminates in a spasm of the nerves, terminating
for the time all pleasure, and leaving the nerves as
wasted and depleted as the body of a person whose
entire physical system has been brought under the influence of a spasm, or fit as it is called. Such repeated shocks· to these special nerves are communicated
to the nerves throughout the body, and if such shocks
are long continued, the entire nervous system will
eventually become shattered and ruined beyond all hope
of oo~plete recovery.18

Another reason why continued self-pollution is to be
avoided at all oosts is that it causes a disruption of the
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balance of the bod7 fluids, specificall1 the semen and sexual
hprmones.

It is stated by some doctors in this earl7 sez

education material that if the semen is allowed to remain in
the body it is absorbed by the system and promotes its normal
growth.

Dr. Marquardt sugges- for example, that, "the

first function of the sex or reproductive organs is to devel-

ope the boy into a vigorous man. 11 19
There is some recognition of the tact that seminal
emissions are a kind of built in "safety valve," but it is
also stressed that they shouldn't occur but once in a "ten
to fourteen day period."

The safe 11m1t is generally stated

to lie w1 thin a range ~-.-"from two to six weeks. 1120

The

ideal is held out to young men that the highest and best
development of their physical and intellectual powers involves the retention of all sexual fluid, and hence, "the
avoidance of all emissions even those in lawful sexual
91"
1ntercau:me.r

Nowhere in these earl7 materials is the

matter of seminal eipj.ssions treated as a natural phenomenon
without attaching some form of censure to it.
The effects of self-pollution on the moral nature are
also spelled out in detail:

This, my dear boy, is an important fact, and if you
were ever to fall a victim to this vice, 7ou would find
that even with the first sense of guilt there would
come a spirit of rebellion against God and against your
parents. You would soon begin to call into question
the wisdom and goodness of God. Your pleasure in good
books, in religious instruction, in the Sunday School,
the Bible, the Church, and all holy th\ngs would rapidly
diminish. You would begin to 1-o se faith in all that is
good, and as you persisted in 79ur sin, you would grow

less a~~ less like Jesus and more and more like
Satan.
Dr. s.t all disregards aey hope

of

salvation for children who

cannot control their emotions or sexual desires.

He presumes

to judge the helpless ohild and condemns his actions as
unforgivable and satanical.

Ona wonders how a child, in view

of this harsh judgment, could ever bring himself to come before God in prayer seeking forgiveness and feel accepted?
Because of the seriousness of this sin of masturbation,
the authors of these early materials are inclined to discuss
certain remedies and "techniques" for the prevention of this
evil practice.

According to Dr. Stall, the most fruitful source
of self-pollution is ignorance. 23 Where a boy has mastur-

bated, "inflicting weakness upon himself bJ a course of sexual defilement and physical debasement," his only- security- is
in its immediate and complete abandonment and this calls for
"a thorough and overmastering determination to bring his lower

nature into subjection to his higher intellectual and moral
natures. 1124
The impression is given in the earliest sex education
literature that one can really overcome such sexual desires
if certain precautions and safeguards are taken.

Dr. Lowr1

and Dr. Lambert in their book, Himself, encourage sleeping
on a hard bed nth "light covering since warmth tends to
stimulate the erotic desires. 1125

Dr. Stall advises against

sleeping on feathers since "Feathers are too heating and are
apt to press against the spinal column which always tends to
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and does produce physical and sexual weakness. 11 26

At

another place in his book for young men he points out that
a single bed is always preferable for both the married and the

-

unmarried, the reason being, "where two sleep in the same bed,
the one who has the stronger vital power is likel7 to absorb
the vital forces of the weaker one. 1127 The most classic
technique for the suppression ot sexual desire involves the
application of cold water to the sexual organs.

Dr. Brown

writes,
Oold sponge baths should be taken every day, and at
any time when the desire to masturbate becomes very
strong, a cloth wrung out of cold water should be applied
2
to the parts and renewed until the desire passed.~
Dr. Stall, on the same subject, writes,
Where emissions occur at too frequent intervals, it
will be found very beneficial to stand a bowl upon the
floor, and then with the body placed in sitting position
over it, cold water should be dashed freely over the
sexual O~Kans each morning, and if necessary, each
evening. 9

In many instances the endeavors of youth to employ these
techniques and their subsequent failures to succeed in stilling their sexual impulses no doubt served only to increase
their frustration and heighten their feelings of guilt and
despair.

Ourrent View on Masturbation
Ourrent sex education materials discuss the problem of
masturbation openly and honastl7.

They do not assign it any

major priority in their presentations, but view it only in
the context of a broader, Christian understanding of sexuality.

It 1s not defined or referred to as self-pollution but
11

the handling of the sex organs until

there is sexual climax."

One author notes that while it is

generally described as

commonly practiced among y-outh, 11 this does not make it right
noft the desirable thing to do. 11 3°

!~ parents its practice

b7 young children is described in terms of "genital curiosity-"

and is recognized as natural and harmless.

Erwin Xtll writes,

Out of fear or lack of understanding, parents are so$etimes too seveD in their discipline, w1 th the result
that the ·-m asturbator comes to look on himself as an
especially dirt1 sinner and inferior to his brothers
and sisters, playmates and school mates. All of us have
need for confession of the sin of selfishness, and the
masturba or should not be singled out as a special
sinner.:)

1

General practice at the youth levels, especially among
.

males,is acknowledged in several sex education units for
youth.

A.J. Bueltmann writes to those in junior high,

Masturbation may indicate th~t the person 1s not mature
emotionally. He is continuing an infantile habit. It
is common for babies to explore their bodies by fingering
toes, touching their sex organs and sucking their thumbs.
All this is natural at the baby stage. For a growing
child to go on sucking his thumb, amusing himself with
his toes, or playing ldth his sex organs is out of place.
The teenage, should be gitgrowing such habits as pleasure
giving as they may be.'
William Hulme, a professor of pastoral theology and pastoral
counseling, has noted in h1:s book, Go_d 1 Sex, and Youth, that
masturbation can be divided into two types: "Masturbation as
an occasional exploratory -venture on the part of the teenager •• • •
Masturbation as &]opmpuls!ve and regular release from emotional
tensions. 11 33

.l more recent book b7 the same author speaks

of masturbation in terms of the absence of "emotionally
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satisfying relationships" and as "sex: turned inward on our-

-

selves."

The loneliness that sex was meant to alleviate

remains 11:nalleviated.

It isl "a turning inward of that which

was meant to turn us outward.n:54
The Current Approach to Correction
The approach to masturbation is far from one of condemnation as is indicated by the above references to it.

Persistence in it should be handled with practical correction
and never with negative admonitions and punishment.
The approach to correction in muoh of the current sex:
education literature of the church is mainly through references
to undesirable motives.

There 1~ for example, the occurence

of such comments as, "masturbation is self-enjoyment in
solitude,"
tough,"

11

11

self-centered, 11 "an escape when the going gets

a bad habit," and there are also appeals to maturity

and control for the sake of developing a capacit7 for later
"sexual communication. 11 35
Youth are encouraged to face their problem real1st1ca117
and honestl7 if it persists, and most materials recognize that
it is not alway.a so easily controlled.

Elmer Witt offers

three concrete suggestions:
Tackle the cause as well as the symptom~ • • • The
cause is normally deeper and often more difficult to
face. It may be lack of confidence, a feeling of rejection, or fear of failure, real or imagined.

Don't be afraid to admit where things have gone wrong.
~ut at the same time, hang on to Him who makes· things
right • • • •

The most practical help is the most difficult: finding
someone with whom to talk about the problem. God still
works effectively through people •. It's not alwa7s
easy to find someone who knows how tough the power
struggle 1s and who 1s g1111ng to share in an open and
trusting relationship. 3
Hulme, especially;'stresses the importance of these interper-

sonal relationships, especially with peers, parents, and even
the pastor.

He says,

By confessing the way you feel about yourself to a
tangible counselor, you will find it easier to do the
same with the intangible God. This will help :r.au to
break gu11-es:·power that binds you to your rut.:,·,
to this relDSllk by Hulme we can add the fact that while God

is intangible, He is also a very personal God who desires
very- mu~ to enter into our lives through the creative

•m::r

sustaining power ot His Holy Spirit and reign 1n our hearts.
Speaking about the abuse of sex in general 0tto~rP1per points
'

·•

out that to live by the grace of God's forgiveness means that
"we are prepared to believe, in spite of our guilt, that God
will still do what is right with our misused sexualit7, and
that it is entirely a matter for God to determine the purpose He
will give to our guilt-burdened life. •~~8

The person who

by his masturbation is rejecting himself as a normal person

needs to be made aware of the love that forgives and accepts
the unacceptable.
In addition to this positive accent on the power that
is available through faith in Jesus Christ, 7outh are encouraged to involve themselves in constructive activities
and to developc: interests and hobbies.

Hulme suggests that
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even after the cause for masturbating has been successfully
removed there is the possibilit7 that the symptom may still
remain.

This being the casa,he calls students and 7outh

to examine their

11

sincer1ty" to see just how determined the1'

are to overcome the habit. ' 9

In this respect, interest

aot1v1ties and interpersonal relationships need to be "worked
at. II
S11mma17

Toda7 there is a definite consensus that masturbation
is not as damaging as it was once tho1ight to be.

More recent

materials have taken the "scare approach" out ot masturbation
.-· . •·.. . .· ...•
and replaced it with a positive concern for proper personality
.

.

'

development and faith in the providence and power of a personal,
redeeming ·God.

More current mate~ials are not as preoccupied with the
problem of masturbation as previous materials.

Most ot the

present material seeks to eliminate maey of the false notions
generally assoicated with this practice and views the act
itself, if it becomes compulsive, as heing contrary to the
will and purpose ot God.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION
S,1mma~1

The cha1lenge to understand and to accept sex and
sexuality from a Christian point of view is a very real and
a very necessary one.

This comparison of the church's sex

education materials past and present reveals that in the past
the negative side of sex has been emphasized to the neglect

of the positive side; the wrong use of sex has been treated
almost to the exclusion of the right use, and moralistic and
legalistic prouncements have overshadowed the goodness and
beauty of sex as God's gift of creation.

This has left

the impression that all sex acts are sinful.
Many of the sex education manuals published or used
by Protestant bodies at the turn of this century are basically
11

ant1-sezual 11 in their scope and content.

Professing to give

information that will be helpful to boys and young men, many
of these books are written by those who are themselves obsessed with the abuses of sex. !rhe 1nformat1on imparted is
generally false, the influence perverting, and the design
of the authors is to work on the imagination of their readers
to scare them and to coerce them into the preservation of
"senial purity."
The content and approach of the early material 1s also

based on a compartmentalization of the nature of man which

presupposes that sex can be controlled by the higher intellectual nature.

In comparison to more recent approaches,

the danger of this presupposition is that the achievement of
purity is striot~y dependent upon human efforts.

In reality,

however, as current sex education materials show, purity
is not something attainable by man, it is something God
gives.

These current materials view purity and sexual

morality in the context of an appeal to accept the forgiveness of sins offered in Christ as the only thing which gives
a pure heart.

In this same connection, recent materials

emohasize that the Christian life is not really a life of
keeping rules.

It is more a process, a continuing process

of living up to what God has made us and what Ha wants us
to be.

~J

Finally, this comparative e,•sex education materials
indicates that there is an impressive awakening in Protestant
denominations to both their responsibilities and opportunities
in sex education.

In fact, a major break-through is taking

place in an area where taboos have largely ruled the churches
for generations.

In this respect, the greatest gain has been

in the ~ediaoa~e~ of the Christian understanding of sexuality
and its affirmation as a positive aspect of man's nature and
life.
Implications
Tb.a lesson that the church can learn from a study of
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"its inheritance of ant1-se:z:ualism 11 is twofold.

On the

one hand it has come to realize that great danger there is
in trying to establish definite rules for right and wrong
sexual behavior.

Whereas in the past Christians came to

identify this rather legalistic and suppressive approach
with the

11

Chriotian faith," today we realize that this

was just a cultural expression of that faith and culture

is now changing.

Where faar and guilt once ruled, there

is now confusion and uncertainty, and in the midst of this

uncertainty Protestant churches must offer guidance and
direction.
The second lesson that the church can learn from its

tradition on matters of sex is that it 1s not an agency of
reform.

Instead, it possesses transforming power and its

business has to do with transformation.

Whatever and wher-

ever the ohurch speaks on sex, it must do so in the oontezt
of its primary and essential message, with an awareness
that it is teaching and speaking a dynamic word that has

transforming power.
Whatever the future may hold~in store for the church
w1 th regard to the matter of sex and saxuali ty, ane thing:i

is certain: the formulation of its meseage and the guidance
and direction it offers will involve a definite awareness
and understanding of &rts 11 1nher1 tance of anti-sexualism. 11

_,

'
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